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Counterfeit Detector Pen

UV Detection Products

Multi-Function Detection Devices

The Counterfeit Detector Pen is a chemical test for authentic US
currency paper. Common counterfeit bills are often printed on copy
or typing paper which will react with the fluid in the Detector Pen. Real
bills are printed on genuine currency paper, a unique combination of
cotton and linen which does not react with the pen. The pen is a great
baseline for detection, but can be fooled by bleached bills.

UV detection products increase your level of protection against
counterfeit, and also enable you to authenticate documents and IDs. 
Genuine United States bills $5 and up have a hidden security strip that
can be exposed by a UV light. The UV strip test works well on bleached
bills. UV detection products also can reveal hidden security
features in government issued IDs such as licenses or passports.

Give yourself the ultimate level of protection with these detection
devices. Test currency paper, ink, security strips and watermarks to
be certain that you're accepting genuine bills. Detection devices are
extremely effective, discrete and can be used for multiple years.  U.S.
currency and government issued IDs can also be tested with these
devices.





Dri Mark Products
UV Detection Products

Dri Mark UV detection products take detection to a whole new level. Use the
state of the art UV light to reveal hidden UV security features on government
issued IDs and genuine US currency. 

The UV Pro is the perfect tool for on-the-go detection. Ideal for bartenders
or anyone in the security industry. 

The Dual Detector combines the classic detector pen on one end with a
handy UV light on the other. Be confident when checking bills 
that you will not be fooled by chemically washed bank notes. 

Reveal Hidden UV Features









Prevent loss with this fast and accurate counterfeit detector
machine. Dri Mark’s Scanner offers five different tests in one
device that work together to verify genuine US currency. In less
than one second Dri Mark’s Scanner checks the bill’s security strip,
magnetic ink, infrared features, color, and size, producing
consistently accurate results.

BillScan5

Runs on standard AC power OR 4
“AA” batteries
Can also be used as a bill counter
Can set scanner to exit bills to the
front or back

Scan for
Instructional Video

5 different tests in one device that work together to verify genuine
US currency
Scanner checks the bill’s security strip, magnetic ink, infrared
features, color, and size
At 4.5 ” W x 5.5″ L x 3.5″ the Scanner will fit just about anywhere


